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CONTEXT
A number of key biological functions are accomplished by large molecular machines, involving
from tens to hundreds of macro-molecules. Constructing models of such machines is a key
endeavor, with applications in fundamental biology and in nano molecular design. Yet, no atomic
resolution model is known to date for most large assemblies. Typically, the experimental data
available are either large scale (they concern the whole assembly) but low resolution, or local
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scale (they concern a sub-system) and high resolution. In the former category, density maps are
of special interest, and the goal of this thesis will consist of leveraging the reconstruction of
models from such maps.
GOALS
In cryo-electron microscopy, a density map is a 3D matrix with one intensity per voxel, encoding
the electron density in the neighborhood of the voxel. Due to the plasticity of assemblies (which
do not always contain the same set of proteins) and the flexibility of the constituting proteins,
these maps feature a low signal to noise ratio, so that their processing typically involves greedy
region growing algorithms [A-07] and/or to clustering algorithms [L-09]. The goal of this thesis will
be twofold.
First, we shall develop novel techniques, combining Morse theory and image coding theory, to
reconstruct secondary structure elements (SSE) in density maps. SSE indeed provide anchor
points to embed
proteins with known crystal structures into a map [L-09]. SSE will also be used to rule out false
positive contacts inferred from mass spectrometry data [A-15].
Second, we shall work on the problem of sampling conformations of a protein, to optimize its
location in a map upon performing the aforementioned registration. This step will exploit novel
sampling techniques for energy landscapes of macro-molecules [C-15].

BACKGROUND
The PhD candidate should have a strong background in theoretical computer science or applied
mathematics or biophysics or bioinformatics, and a genuine interest for (structural) biology.
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